
NQPA upcoming workshops 
Are you in need of some inspiration? 

Do you need a change, are you stuck in a rut, or simply want to refresh your skills? 
North Qld Potters Assc. is holding a series of fundraising workshops. 

 All proceeds of each workshop go towards the association and the tutors are donating their 
time for free! 

 

Monday 20 June 6-9pm Terrific Tagines with Edward 

Tagines are cooking vessels commonly used in North African countries like Morocco and Algeria. It consists of two 
pieces - a plate like bottom and a conical shaped lid. The bottom doubles as a serving dish. Heat is retained for hours 
in a tagine, which can be used in the oven or on the stovetop. LGH clay is recommended for use on stove tops, you 
will be making one small sized tagine. 

Monday 27 June 6-9pm Handles with Elizabeth & Wendy 

Struggling with handles? Annoyed with cracks and out of proportion mugs? Come and join Wendy and Elizabeth as 
they show the different ways of creating perfect handles for your mugs! Bring leather hard mugs to work on, and 
some clay for your handles. 

Monday 4 July 6-9pm Turning using chucks with Sharon 

What is a “chuck”??? Have you ever had a hard time turning the base of unusual shaped or sized vessels? This is your 
chance to learn from Sharon how to make the most of your pieces! Bring leatherhard bowls and a bottle. 

Monday 11 July 6-9pm Perfecting Plates with Nick  

Perfecting plates on the wheel is quite a skill! Creating your own thrown tableware and serving platters is very 
satisfying! Join Nick to learn the best techniques and how to get the right angles so that your plates don’t slump, 
crack and curl in the kiln! Bring throwing bats if you have any. 

Monday 18 July 6-9pm Kiln packing & firing with Fiona    

   GET YOUR KILN LICENCE!!!  

If you’re a member of the association you have access to use all of the equipment in the studio, this means getting to 
fire your own work in your own time! Fiona’s session on kiln packing and firing is ESSENTIAL for all members to learn 
how to safely run the kilns and get the most out of each firing.  
 

Which session would you like to attend? They are $20 each, or all five for only $80 
Bookings are essential, as there are limited numbers available for each session. 

 
Terrific Tagines with Edward $20    Handles with Elizabeth & Wendy $20 

 
 Turning using Chucks with Sharon $20    Perfecting Plates with Nick $20  
              
 KILN LICENCE with Fiona $20     All five sessions for $80 
 
Tick this form and return to NQpotters Studio: 15 Flowers Street, Railway Estate with a cash payment, or email 

Wendy Bainbridge wendybainbridge@optusnet.com.au with booking details and direct deposit arrangements. 
 

UPCOMING SESSIONS: register your interest in a 3 session workshop on making Primitive Fired Cooking Pots with 
Fay, dates and price to be advised shortly.  

Register your interest by emailing Wendy wendybainbridge@optusnet.com.au 
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